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The RBA Group, Inc. 

November 25, 2013 
 
Village of Ridgewood Planning Board 
131 North Maple Avenue 
Ridgewood, NJ  07450 
 
Re: Proposed Valley Hospital Master Plan Amendment 
 Ridgewood, NJ 
 
Dear Chairman and Board Members: 
 
In accordance with your request, we have reviewed the following documents in relation to above referenced 
application: 
 

 Proposed Master Plan Amendment, prepared by Valley Hospital 
 Traffic Impact Study (TIS) for Proposed Amended Master Plan Amended – H Zone, prepared by 

Stonefield Engineering, and dated April 19, 2013. 
 Additional detailed traffic count data and intersection analysis data provided by Stonefield 

Engineering, conveyed to us by Jonathan Drill. 
 Supplement to the Traffic Impact Statement, prepared by Bertin Engineering and revised April 1, 2009. 
 Letter addressed to Joseph Staigar containing additional traffic data from Bertin Engineering, dated 

July 7, 2008.  
 Letters to Planning Board prepared by Joseph Staigar, and dated January 19, 2009 and May 3, 2010. 
 Independent traffic counts conducted by our firm on May 15, 2013 and June 6, 2013. 
 Traffic study for Valley Hospital Proposed Expansion, prepared by Vollmer Associates, dated July 18, 

1995. 
 I have also either attended all hearings on the proposed Amendment to the Master Plan or read the 

transcripts for any meetings missed. 
 In addition, I have conducted numerous site visits and have studied the subject site and surrounding 

roadways. 
 
Overview 
 
Valley Hospital has prepared a traffic impact study in support of a Master Plan Amendment that would 
facilitate a reconstruction of the current hospital.  The square footage for the hospital would expand from 
562,000 square feet to approximately 995,000 square feet, but the number of beds would only increase from 
451 beds to 454 beds.  The increase in space can be primarily attributed to the conversion of double 
occupancy rooms to single occupancy rooms.  Valley Hospital currently has 1,698 formal parking spaces, but 
fits 1,731 vehicles through the use of valet parking.  Both the existing Master Plan and the proposed Master 
Plan Amendment recommend a maximum of 2,000 parking spaces.  Valley Hospital presently has 1,746 
employees.  Within the traffic impact study, Valley Hospital has proposed reducing traffic to the hospital by 
moving many out-patient services and related employees to other locations, and this would result in a net 
decrease of 100 employees.  They have further proposed providing improvements to several intersections. 
 
Key areas of concern that have been addressed in the traffic study or have been raised during hearings include 
the following: 

(1) Traffic operations at several key intersections 
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(2) Conflicts between Valley Hospital traffic and traffic for the adjacent Benjamin Franklin Middle School 
(3) Conflicts between Valley Hospital traffic and high pedestrian volumes, including school children 
(4) Construction related traffic 
(5) Means of limiting hospital traffic 

 
This report contains our analysis of the above issues. 
 
Hospital Related Trip Generation 
 
The table below summarizes Valley Hospital trip generation from a series of six (6) traffic counts from several 
sources, dating back to 1993.  The 2013 numbers in this table are based on actual traffic counts, rather than 
the composite, balanced peak hour volumes shown in the traffic impact study.  (Said volumes tend to be 
higher than those shown in the traffic study because they reflect the peak hour for hospital traffic rather than 
those of the street network).  It is noteworthy that the study in support of the last expansion predicted an 
increase of 92 trips during the afternoon peak hour, which is close to what transpired.  After the 2007 counts, 
shuttle bus service was initiated for hospital employees from a remote parking area.  As shown, there was a 
significant decline in trips during the afternoon peak hour that was possibly attributable to this bus service (for 
which testimony indicated that 180-215 employees use the service).  The evidence would suggest that the 
afternoon shift (i.e. 3:30 pm – 8:00 pm) tends to be the primary user of this service.  Based on a review of the 
three counts conducted in 2013, it is evident that trip generation on the two Tuesdays was slightly less than 
the one count in June.  However, the differences are not statistically significant, based on the standard 
deviation of the three data points. 
 

Valley Hospital Peak Hour Trips

Source of Count Morning Afternoon Evening

Dec. 1993 count for last expansion of Hospital 830

2007 count for previous Master Plan Amendment Proposal 668 911

Tuesday, Feb 12, 2013 count from current traffic study 690 677 641

Tuesday, Feb 19, 2013 count from current traffic study 687 723 693

Thursday, June 6, 2013 verification count 746 784 719

Average of 2013 counts 708 728 684  
 
The Institution of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual, 9th Edition, contains compendium of 
trip generation rates to be used for planning purposes based on actual observations.  Said manual provides trip 
generation for hospitals on the basis of employees, beds, and square feet.  The samples in the manual range in 
age from the 1960’s to the 2000’s throughout the United States.   
 
On a square footage basis, there are only 13 data samples for hospitals in ITE, and all but 5-6 of these are for 
hospitals less than 300,000 square feet.  The remaining samples have significant variations in trip generation 
based on square footage.  For this reason, we do not believe that ITE trip generation rates for hospitals based 
on square footage would be appropriate for use in this instance.  Notwithstanding this fact, ITE would predict a 
hospital with 995,000 square feet to have 741, 830, and 721 trips during the weekday morning, afternoon, and 
evening peak hours respectively.  This is very close to the existing trip generation for Valley Hospital. 
 
On the basis of employees, ITE has 11-18 data samples for hospitals, and all but 4-5 of these data points are for 
hospitals with 1,000 employees of less.  The remaining samples have significant variations in trip generation 
based on employees.    For this reason, we do not believe that ITE trip generation rates for hospitals based on 
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employees would be appropriate for use in this instance.  Notwithstanding this fact, ITE would predict a 
hospital with 1,746 employees (i.e. Existing Valley Hospital) to have 532, 640, and 491 trips during the weekday 
morning, afternoon, and evening peak hours respectively.   
 
On the basis of beds, ITE has 11-17 data samples for hospitals, with about half in the 300-500 bed range.  There 
are substantial variations in trip generation rates for these samples.  Notwithstanding this fact, ITE would 
predict a hospital with 451 beds (i.e. Existing Valley Hospital) to have 596, 628, and 641 trips during the 
weekday morning, afternoon, and evening peak hours respectively.   
 
As indicated in the discussion above, ITE trip generation rates have limitations with regards to sample size and 
age of data.  For a brand new hospital, this could be considered the best information available.  However, in 
this instance there is an existing hospital that can be measured, and used to predict future trip generation.  In  
our opinion, the most appropriate manner to predict trip generation for Valley Hospital under the proposed 
Master Plan Amendment is to utilize the existing trip generation for the hospital (which has remained stable 
over time except for explainable changes), and adjust for the specific changes.  This was the approach used in 
the traffic impact study.  As noted in the table above, the existing hospital produces 708, 728, and 684 trips 
during the weekday morning, afternoon, and evening peak hours respectively. 
 
The traffic impact study predicted a reduction of existing (2013) peak hour trips of 75, 104, and 14 trips during 
the weekday morning, afternoon, and evening peaks.  Most of these decreases are attributable to the 
reduction in employment at Valley Hospital, with the remainder being attributable to the amount of 
outpatient visits per day.  We believe these reductions may be slightly smaller than indicated due to the use of 
shuttle buses by some of the employees to be moved off site, and the potential for slightly higher room 
utilization rates due to the conversion to single patient rooms.  However, these differences would not change 
the analysis contained in the traffic impact study by a significant amount. 
 
It is noted that the proposed reductions in trips are highly dependent on employees not parking on site and 
outpatient services being shifted to other locations.  Two factors are necessary to ensure this outcome going 
forward – continued shuttle bus activity and mandatory usage by employees, and the careful allocation of 
parking at Valley Hospital (discussed further later).  There also appears to be limited use of shuttle buses by 
employees that work the day shift (i.e. 7:30 am – 3:30 pm).  In order to further lesson the traffic impacts of the 
hospital, we recommend that the day shift be specifically targeted to be required to use shuttle buses. 
 
Proposed Improvement Schemes 
 
East Glen Avenue and North Van Dien Avenue/Red Birch Drive 
The traffic impact study indicated that the intersection of East Glen Avenue and North Van Dien Avenue/Red 
Birch Drive operates at failing conditions in peak hours currently.  The traffic impact study recommended all-
way stops for this intersection.  A review of the intersection reveals a few key points.  The intersection 
becomes very busy during school pick-up and drop-off times, but not after that.  Approximately 100-120 
pedestrians cross this intersection in peak hours, and these are mostly school children.  The offset between 
North Van Dien Avenue and Red Birch Drive make the use of all-way stops infeasible.  It is further noted that 
the traffic impact study, which did not appear to fully analyze the peaking characteristics of the intersection 
nor the interaction of Red Birch Drive and North Van Dien Avenue, flagged the intersection as failing with all-
way stop control.   For these reasons, we conclude that a traffic signal is necessary to address issues at this 
intersection.  We note that Valley Hospital traffic currently represents 20-25% of the peak hour traffic through 
this intersection.  
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Linwood Avenue and North Van Dien Avenue 
The traffic impact study demonstrated that the intersection of Linwood Avenue and North Van Dien Avenue 
operates at failing conditions in peak hours currently, and that improvements to this intersection are 
necessary.  Two alternative improvements were shown in the traffic impact study.  The first featured the 
addition of a southbound left turn lane and a westbound right turn lane, as well as a replacement of the 
existing pre-timed signal with a vehicle-actuated modern signal.   The second alternative featured an additional 
westbound left turn lane (which mirrors an eastbound left turn lane), and an eastbound bus pull-out.  The 
second alternative gave better performance results than the first. 
 
After a detailed analysis of the two alternatives, we believe a more appropriate alternative would consist of 
adding a southbound left turn lane and a westbound left turn lane only, along with eastbound and westbound 
bus pullouts and new signal equipment.  A review of video of the intersection reveals that left turns block flow 
on Linwood Avenue frequently, and that the current pre-timed operation results in substantial wasted time.  
Accordingly, putting left turns in their own lane and providing detection will substantially improve traffic flow 
through the intersection.  A westbound right turn lane would further improve traffic flow, but only for a few 
vehicles.  However, nearly 200 pedestrians per hour cross where this right turn lane would be placed, with 
many of these pedestrians being school children.  By not providing the right turn lane, right turn traffic speeds 
can be reduced, and the width of the pedestrian crossing can be minimized. 
 
Linwood Avenue and North Pleasant Avenue 
The traffic impact study recommended adding vehicle detection to this intersection to improve efficiency, and 
coordinating the traffic signal timings with the intersection of Linwood Avenue and North Van Dien Avenue.  
We concur with these recommendations. 
 
Linwood Avenue and John Street/Hospital Driveway Intersection 
The traffic impact study recommends adding a splitter island at Linwood Avenue and John Street/Hospital 
Driveway that prohibits left and through vehicles from entering or exiting John Street.  We do not concur with 
this recommendation, as it will do little to address traffic operational issues at the expense of mobility for John 
Street traffic.  We do note that there will be operational problems at this intersection, particularly once 
Linwood Avenue and North Van Dien Avenue is improved.  Specifically, traffic leaving the Hospital tends to 
take advantage of “courtesy gaps” in traffic stopped for said signal now.  It is in everyone’s best interest for 
this driveway to function well, so that traffic does not filter to North Van Dien Avenue, thereby creating more 
pedestrian conflicts.  Accordingly, using traffic directors (i.e. humans charged with directing traffic) during peak 
times at this location may be an appropriate solution. 
 
Parking 
 
The proposed Master Plan Amendment proposes an increase in the parking supply for Valley Hospital by 18% 
(i.e. an increase from 1,698 to 2,000 spaces).  While this increase in parking may make sense in general terms 
due to operational issues at Valley Hospital, it is contrary to the objective to reduce the trip generation of 
Valley Hospital.  We therefore recommend that the parking supply be capped at a lower figure more in keeping 
with the desired reductions in employees and patient visits.  Reducing parking supply to 1,600 overall (1,698 
existing spaces, less reduced employee head-count, plus some buffer), with no more than 700 employee 
parking spaces, would be consistent with the desired reduction in employment on site and patient visits.  Valet 
parking for visitors should be maintained as well. 
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Construction Impacts 
 
Two traffic issues were evident during construction impact testimony – impacts to pedestrian circulation and 
potential truck routing during construction. 
 
Pedestrian Circulation 
During testimony, it was indicated that the sidewalk along the Valley Hospital frontage on North Van Dien 
Avenue would be closed, and that pedestrians would be re-routed to the other side of North Van Dien Avenue.  
Said sidewalk was counted to have nearly 250 pedestrians per hour on it during school departure times.  
Closing the sidewalk would result in these pedestrians to have to cross North Van Dien Avenue twice, as well 
as Meadowbrook Avenue, in addition to numerous residential driveways that are not controlled by crossing 
guards.  We therefore conclude that the sidewalk connection along the Valley Hospital right of way should be 
maintained during any construction activity, so that existing walking routes can be maintained. 
 
Construction Routing 
During testimony, it was indicated that the preferred truck route would follow North Van Dien Avenue to East 
Glen Avenue to Route 17.  It was indicated that said route was preferable due to the fact that it passed less 
homes.  However, the route in question passes Benjamin Franklin School, and only provides access to one 
direction of Route 17, resulting in U-Turning activity elsewhere.  For this reason, we recommend that 
construction routing not be defined at this juncture, but be determined by the Planning Board as part of site 
plan review, with adjustments and enforcement left up to the Police Department and Engineering Department 
during construction. 
 
Loading Docks 
 
On June 19, 2013, we were given a copy of a turning template, which was marked Exhibit A-17A.  While it 
appears to function adequately, it would be inappropriate to draw conclusions within reviewing truck 
circulation in the context of a complete site plan. 
 
 
Should you have any questions or would like additional information, please do not hesitate to call me.  

 

Very truly yours, 
 
 
 
Gordon Meth, P.E., P.P., PTOE, PTP 
Traffic Consultant to the Board 
GM 
 

 

 

  


